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We report results of an investigation studying the domain inversion kinetics of lithium niobate when
electric field poling using laser-machined topographical electrodes. Inversion is shown to begin with
a single nucleation spike and the domains evolve in a unique fashion governed by the topographical
structure. We also demonstrate control of the resulting domain widths when poling using this
technique. The results presented have implications for rapid prototyping of chirped and aperiodic
domain structures in lithium niobate. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
fDOI: 10.1063/1.1952574g

Fabrication of periodically poled materials has attracted
a significant amount of attention in the literature over the last
15 years. External field poling, as demonstrated by Yamada
et al.,1 has been adopted by many groups as a reliable
method of fabricating periodically poled media for quasi-
phase-matching optical processes. The materials used for pe-
riodic poling are commonly ferroelectric optical crystals
such as LiNbO3 and its isomorphs and KTiOPO4 sKTPd.
LiNbO3 is the most popular material due to its availability as
a high-quality cost-effective material, large second-order
nonlinear coefficients, broad optical transmission character-
istics, and good temperature tunabilty.

The fields required to pole LiNbO3 at ambient tempera-
tures are greater than 20 kV/mm. As a result, liquid electro-
lyte cell poling, as described by Myerset al.,2 is the most
common method for poling bulk LiNbO3 as it avoids arcing
on the crystal surface and reduces the chances of dielectric
breakdown in the crystal. When using this technique, elec-
trode patterning of the crystal surface is necessary to produce
the desired poling pattern. This is commonly performed us-
ing lithography to lay down alternating conductive and insu-
lating layers on the crystal surface. Reported alternative
methods to lithography for electrode patterning of LiNbO3
include thermal polarization reversal,3 electron-beam
writing,4 and irradiation with intense optical fields.5 Another
technique developed by Reichet al.6 used femtosecond laser-
ablated scribes, written on the +z face of a LiNbO3, as elec-
trodes for external field poling. In particular, the topographi-
cal electrodes defined the regions of the crystal that were
inverted upon application of an electric field. This direct
write technique has implications for rapid prototyping of
periodically poled lithium niobatesPPLNd and other quasi-
phase-matched structures because it allows arbitrary two-
dimensional patterning to be achieved by means of program-
mable positioning systems and eliminates the time and the
expense associated with fabricating masks for lithographic
patterning.

In this letter we report the results of an extensive study
into external field poling of LiNbO3 using topographic elec-
trodes, with a focus on the domain kinetics. A direct relation-
ship between the topographical electrode structure and the

transverse domain wall velocity has been identified. We also
demonstrate the use of this technique for controlling domain
widths using laser-ablated electrodes. This technique has im-
plications for the rapid prototyping of chirped and aperiodic
domain structures in lithium niobate.7,8

Topographical electrode structures were machined into
LiNbO3 crystals using a frequency-doubled copper vapor la-
ser sUV-CVL d operating at 255 nm. The laser machining
setup consisted ofx-y Aerotech translation stages, a 103 UV
compatible objective, and an imaging system to observe the
focal plane of the objective. The CVL was operated at a
pulse rate of 6.5 kHz and had a pulse width of,30 ns. The
average power of the output at 255 nm was between
50–200 mW. The microscope objective produced a 5mm
diameter focal spot with an estimated peak irradiance of
2 GW/cm2. These powers are on the order of 200 times the
damage threshold for LiNbO3.

9

Crystals 500mm thick with topographical structures
were poled with an arrangement similar to that of Myerset
al.,2 using a Plexiglas® poling cell with a NaCl solution. A
pulsed wave form, similar to that described by Batchkoet
al.,10 with a nucleation spike at its leading edges12.5 kV for
2 ms followed by a poling potential of 10.5–12 kVd was
supplied by a Trek 20/20B programmable high-voltage
power supply. Poling duration of 20–200 ms were used. The
poling wave forms from the power supply and the poling cell
were simultaneously captured, and the difference between
these wave forms was used to infer the poling current from
the series resistance in the poling circuit.

Diagnostics of the topographical electrode structures was
carried out using optical profilometry on a Veeco optical pro-
filer. This allowed nondestructive, noncontact probing of the
electrode geometry, which, due to its depth and aspect ratio,
was difficult to analyze using stylus profilometry. Analysis of
the domain structures resulting from poling was carried out
using conventional acid etching techniques and phase con-
trast microscopy with an Olympus BP60 microscope. Figure
1 shows some typical scribes laser-machined into the +z face
of LiNbO3 with a UV-CVL. The V-shaped cross-sectional
profile of the scribes, shown in Fig. 1sad, reflects the profile
of a focused flat-top laser beam. The scribes show good
regularity with very little damage to the surrounding crystal
surface, and very little chipping or cracking along scribeadElectronic mail: benjamin@ics.mq.edu.au
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edges. Scribes could be machined down to entrance widths
of 10 mm, allowing for periods of 20mm to be achieved, as
shown in the top view of the +z surface in Fig. 1sbd.

Control over the depth of the electrodes was demon-
strated by varying the laser power, number of laser passes
over each electrode and the stage feed-rate. Figure 2 shows
the optical profile data of a sample machined with a chang-
ing number of passes over each scribe. A high depth-width
aspect ratio was maintained for scribes machined with in-
creasing number of laser passes, with deeper scribes having
similar entrance widths as shallow scribes. The linear rela-
tionship between the number of passes and the depth of the
electrodes suggests that under the regime described above,
the material removal and machining quality remains compa-
rable between laser passes. This results in a controllable elec-
trode depth, governed by the number of laser passes used,
over a range of 5–50mm, limited by the working distance of
the 103 objective.

Figure 3 shows phase contrast images of domain struc-
tures that result from poling LiNbO3 with laser-machined
scribes. Figure 3sad illustrates domain growth from a very
shallow scribe, which has terminated before reaching the −z
face of the crystal, showing a single nucleation spike. Figure
3sbd shows domains poled with a 100mm period. The width
of the reversed domains is 10±1mm, and is regular across
the sample. Poling samples with an array of scribes with
different depths resulted in a domain structure with variable
domain widths. Figure 4 shows a domain structure with a
chirped domain widths resulting from poling a sample with
variable scribes as shown in Fig. 2. This demonstrated that a
domain structure can be controlled by the topographical
structure, as well as the external poling field.

An observation that the depth of the laser scribes had a
direct bearing on the width of the resulting domains
prompted a study into the domain kinetics of topographical
electrode structures. Miller11 conducted a similar study into
the domain kinetics of LiNbO3 patterned with metallic elec-
trodes and determined that the domain wall velocity is re-
lated to the poling field by the expression

vsEd = FsE − E1dv1e
fd1E1/sE−E1dg + FsE − E2dv2e

fd2E2/sE−E2dg.

s1d

HereF is the Heaviside step function,E is the poling field,
E1 and E2 are characteristic electric fields indicative of the
medium- and high-field poling regimes, respectively,v1 and
v2 are characteristic velocitiessinfinite field velocitiesd, and
d1 andd2 are temperature-dependent fitting parameters.

A similar study has been undertaken for topographical
electrodes. In contrast to surface electrodes, we postulated
that the effective poling field of topographical electrodes is
determined by the depth of the topographical structure as
well as the applied external field. This control over the ef-
fective poling field is attributed to the locally reduce material
thickness at a laser scribe, resulting in a locally increased
poling field in terms of kV/mm. An expression that encapsu-
lates this simple effect is

Eeff = S Vapp

T − d
D , s2d

whereEeff is the effective poling field,Vapp is the value of the
applied pulse as poling takes place,T is the thickness of the
bulk crystal, andd is the depth of the topographical structure
sboth in millimetersd. Measuring the depth of the scribes us-
ing optical profilometry, and analyzing the poling wave
forms, allowedEeff to be determined experimentally. The do-
main widths were measured using phase contrast microscopy
and the domain wall velocities determined as

v =
W

2tpol
, s3d

whereW is the measured domain width andtpol is the dura-
tion of the poling wave form. Several samples were prepared
with sets of scribes of varying depth and all samples were
poled with the same external poling field. A plot of the do-
main wall velocities against the effective poling field, con-
structed using Eqs.s2d ands3d. Equations1d was fitted to the
resulting data. The poling fields used were in the higher-field
regime, hence, only the first term ins1d is applicable to the
results shownsFig. 5d. Our results showed a shift in the
fitting parameters compared to Miller’s results for metallic

FIG. 2. A cross section taken with the optical profiler of an array of scribes
machined with progressively fewer laser passes from left to right.

FIG. 3. sColor onlined sad A single-domain nucleation from a shallow scribe.
sbd A 100 mm period domain structure revealed using phase contrast micros-
copy. The actual domain width is,10 mm.

FIG. 4. sColor onlined A structure with chirped domain widths resulting
from increasing depth of laser scribes.

FIG. 1. sColor onlined sad Polished end face of a laser-machined sample
showing the V-groove geometry of the scribes achieved with the CVL ma-
chining system.sbd Top view of a sample machined with a 20mm period.
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surface electrodes. A significantly lower infinite field veloc-
ity sv1d, 6500 mm/s compared to Miller’s 16300 mm/s, was
inferred from our fit to Eq.s1d. This shift to a lower value of
v1 may be attributed to the fact that no conductive layer has
been used, which results in a lower nucleation site density
and slower charge exchange into the crystal. The good agree-
ment of our data to the functional form of the domain wall
velocity demonstrates the validity of our postulation that to-
pographical electrode structures can be used to control do-
main widths when external field poling. The single nucle-
ation spike from topographical electrode structures, as shown
in Fig. 3sad, aids in the scaling down of domain structures
compared to surface electrodes which generate a pair of
nucleation spikes.11

A minimum feasible electrode period of 20mm is
achieved with the laser micromachining presented here. Ul-
trafastsfemtosecondd laser machining may prove to be suit-
able for scaling down and improving the quality of topo-
graphical features for use for electrode patterning. Precision
laser patterning of LiNbO3 using Excimer lasers has also
been demonstrated,12 and could be adapted for short period
fabrication of PPLN. Interaction between regions of inver-
sion during poling may limit the fabrication of short
s,15 mmd periods using this technique. Insulating/

conductive layers can be incorporated into laser-assisted
electrode fabrication in a straightforward way and will assist
in further scaling down the periods produced using this tech-
nique.

In conclusion, laser-based fabrication of electrode struc-
tures offers some considerable advantages over lithography.
The processing rates, cost effectiveness and flexibility make
laser fabrication an attractive alternative to lithography for
prototyping and potentially fabrication of quasi-phase-
matching structures. Topographical structures also introduce
a unique control mechanism to the domain kinetics when
poling. This mechanism allows the resulting domain struc-
ture to be managed by both the placement and the depth of
the laser scribes. This presents a useful technique for the
fabrication of novel ferroelectric domain structures such as
chirped and aperiodic structures.
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FIG. 5. Domain wall velocity against effective poling field and our experi-
mental results and the best fit to Eq.s1d.
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